
No.AIRBSNLEWA/CMD BSNL/FTTH/2020-2021/     Dated:29.07.2020 
 
To 
Shri P K Purwar ji 
CMD, BSNL 
New Delhi -110001 
 
Sub: Provision of concessional residential FTTH connection to retired BSNL      
officers/officials. 
 
Respected Sir, 
 Please refer to letter number 32-64/2013-NWP-BB/FTTH & 32-96/2013-NWP-BB/FTTH services dated 05-12-
2013 & 29-01-2014 respectively by ADDL.GM (NWP-BB) corporate office New Delhi, where-in it is mentioned that service 
connections over FTTH in residence including retired officials may be provided in FTTH enabled high-rise buildings and 
apartments as per entitlement where copper network is not available. 
 
           But again as per letter number 2-2/2019-PHA dated 20-03-2020 by AGM-Admin-PHA BSNL corporate office New 
Delhi , It is mentioned that in TNF areas where FTTH facility is working, GSM post-paid Plan 99 will be sanctioned in 
place of FTTH.  
 
           It is to be noted here that now-a-days BSNL do not lay new copper cables for making the area feasible but instead 
it is declared as TNF and same area is declared as FTTH enabled for high-rise buildings and apartments by providing 
OFC. Now a retired officer staying in FTTH enabled area do not get REDOT/REBSNL category connection over FTTH. 
  
 It is to bring to your kind notice that though retired BSNL employees are allowed concessional broadband 
connection over copper media at their residence as per their entitlement but this benefit has so far not been allowed in 
case of FTTH connections for higher data speed.. 
 
 It is requested to Kindly allow provision of concessional FTTH connection to retired BSNL officials 
under REDOT/REBSNL category as per ADSL broadband entitlement of the officer.  
 
Further with respect to letter dated 20-03-2020 by AGM-Admin-PHA BSNL corporate office New Delhi, it is 
,therefore, kindly  requested that retired officials may be given option to choose either to have GSM under Plan 
99 or concessional FTTH connection at residence where area is declared as TNF by local SSA for provision of 
broadband over copper media.  
 
With kind regards, 
Yours Sincerely 
 

 
(Prahlad Rai) 
GS, AIRBSNLEWA 
 
Copy to: 
1. Shri Arvind Vadnerker, Director (HR) BSNL Board, New Delhi-110001 
2. Sh. S.K. Gupta, Director (Fin.), BSNL Board, New Delhi-110001 
3. Shri A M Gupta, GM(SR) BSNL CO, New Delhi- 110001      
4.Shri Ashutosh Gupta, GM (Admn) BSNL CO New Delhi 


